Porcupine Catalog
Fall 2009—Spring 2010

George

Written by Debbie Maas
Photos by Debbie Maas and Chris Benshoof

This was the first serious winter of porcupine activity on the porch. On January 20, there are photos of a
porcupine I suspect to be Oscar, and photos of George begin January 30. In my New Year’s letter for the
year I wrote George and Oscar, two prickly porcupines, began showing up regularly in January, devouring
sunflower seeds from the feeder and right out of our hands! Although it is not recorded, I thought that we
had determined there were two Oscars when they showed up together, but I could be confusing that phenomenon with future years, as it is not mentioned in the letter. However, a careful review of photos suggests that the wonderful Squeak may in fact have made an appearance in the spring and had probably been
confused with Oscar in other encounters.

George
Size/sex: Large (presumably) male
History: A regular visitor; photographed on 3/2, 4/8, and 4/12 (returned fall 2010)
Diagnostics:



Yellow-tipped back; very yellow fringe around the body
Very white face with white hairs extending from above the eye all the way to the back of
the face and down the entire cheek, curling into large mutton chops

Notes: George was known as one of two regular visitors this season (the other being Oscar)
and was recognized by his large size, yellow coat, and white face. I only have clear photographs from three encounters (the bottom two from 3/2 and the top one from 4/8, plus the
cover photo from 4/12).

Oscar
Size/sex: Large (presumably) male
History: A regular visitor; photographed on 1/30 (returned fall 2010)
Diagnostics (from the 2010-2011 season):
 Solid black back
 Many white hairs above and behind the eyes going all the way to the back of the cheeks
 Long yellow hairs hang from the lower cheeks like long mutton chops
 Large snout
 Shock and yellow highlights are in striking contrast to the rest of the pelage
Notes: My memory and the only notes I have (quoted on page 2) are that two porcupines, George
and Oscar (and possibly a second Oscar), were regular visitors to our deck this winter. Of the few
photos I have, there is only one set (from 1/30) that clearly feature Oscar (bottom photo). Another
set (top photo) show George (in the foreground) and a dark porcupine (on the other side of the
feeder). My suspicious is that this is Oscar; however, a shedding porcupine that strongly resembles
Squeak (not identified as an individual until the following fall) shows up the next day, and these
photos obscure all the diagnostics needed to tell them apart. Nevertheless, the January photos
clearly show the Oscar we would know for the next couple of years.

Squeak!?
Size/sex: Small male
History: Photos are of two encounters (4/9 and 5/2)
Diagnostics (from the 2010-2011 season):
 Solid dark back
 Crescent of white from above the eye most of the way down the
backs of the cheeks
 Short yellow shock straight back from the forehead
 Straight nose
Notes: I initially believed that Squeak arrived in the fall of 2010 as a
young-of-the-year porcupine; with more experience, however, it is clear
from photos that Squeak was at least a year old by that time. My notes
and memory suggest that there were only two porcupines on deck this
season (George and Oscar), so we probably assumed that this porcupine
was Oscar. However, I now strongly suspect that these photos are actually of Squeak. This same pattern of shedding was exhibited by Squeak in
all other years that we knew him and his coloration and behavior (e.g.,
eating our of our hands) are much more like Squeak than Oscar (I have
no photos of getting Oscar to eat from our hands in subsequent years,
nor do I remember a time). If this is Squeak, then he was much older
than originally assumed when he passed away in 2015, as he is at least
two years old here. He could also have
been the second Oscar that I have in my
memory from this winter, or a shedding
Oscar, as we probably believed at the
time. In the top photos, he is ravaging
the salmonberry bushes across the creek
with gusto, another habit he shared with
the Squeak we knew in later years. Photos on the next page are paired with
spring photos of Squeak from 2011 to
show the similarity (photos with orange
borders are from 2010 and photos with
green borders are from 2011).

